
Our 18 year old son Kelly died playing a deadly activity 
called the CHOKING GAME. Kelly was unaware that this 
would cost him his life. Don’t think, like we did, that this 
only happens to risk-taking kids in faraway big cities. 
Our son was not a risk-taker. He grew up on St. Joseph 
Island, a small, rural community, in northern Ontario. He 
was a good kid, Kelly was anti-drugs, anti-alcohol and 
anti-smoking. You see, through education, Kelly learned 
of the dangers involved and made wise decisions to “Just 
say NO.” BUT, Kelly did not know the dangers of this 
choking activity. This is why I cannot keep quiet. I believe 
that by educating our children about the deadly dangers 
of the choking game, we are empowering our children 
with knowledge to make wise, informed decisions about 
participating in such activities. FOR MORE INFORMATION 
OR TO BOOK A PRESENTATION CONTACT:

Kelly’s mom, Debbie LaRocque 705-246-2714
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“Parents must talk to their children immediately, 
even if there are no signs that they are playing 
the game. Telling the kids how dangerous and 
deadly this can be is not going to make them 
curious to try it. It will give them the facts they 
need to make a good, healthy choice.”

Scott Metheny 
Pennsylvania Police Officer
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CONTACT
Debbie LaRocque (Kelly’s mom)
Phone: (705) 246-2714
Email: jesuslovesme87-06@hotmail.com
Website: kellysministry.org

KINDLY SEND DONATIONS TO
Debbie LaRocque
R.R.#2, Richards Landing, ON P0R 1J0

PRESENTATIONS FOR ALL AGES
JK - Gr. 3 | Gr. 4 - 6 | Gr. 7 - 8 | Secondary School 
Adult Groups | Businesses | Organizations | Churches
Police References Available
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Most children have no clue how dangerous this activity is. Most parents have no 
clue that kids are doing this until someone in their life dies or is injured by it. The 
statistics on injuries and deaths related to this activity are not accurate due to 
misclassification in some cases, by calling it suicide. The only way to stop death 
and injury from this activity is to educate people of the danger of it just as we 
educate about the dangers of drug and alcohol use.

WHAT IS THE CHOKING GAME?
It is a dangerous behaviour that is killing children, 
commonly aged 9 -16, but it has also taken the lives or 
injured those both younger and older. The participant 
achieves a brief euphoric state, or high, due to the 
interruption of the flow of oxygen enriched blood to 
the brain. The pressure on the arteries is then released 
and blood flow to the brain resumes, causing a rush 
feeling as consciousness returns. Children often choke 
one another to bring on this experience. Playing this 
game in any form causes permanent and cumulative 
brain damage. Seizures may occur due to oxygen 
deprivation. The variation in blood pressure may cause 
stroke in the brain, retinal damage to the eye, heart 
attack and death.

The danger is greater when a child participates in this 
activity alone by using a ligature and there is no one 
present to immediately release the pressure at the 
point of unconsciousness. He is unable to help himself. 
The child will suffer permanent brain damage or even 
death after three minutes of oxygen deprivation. Some 
who have died were alone for as little as 15 minutes 
before someone found them and it was already too 
late. THIS ACTIVITY CAN CLAIM A CHILD’S LIFE THE 
FIRST TIME IT IS PLAYED.

HOW WIDESPREAD IS THIS ACTIVITY?
Deaths have occurred from this activity nationwide and 
in other countries around the world.

HOW LONG HAS THIS BEEN GOING ON?
This activity has been going on for generations. In almost 
any group of adults, you can find someone who played 
this game or variation of it when he or she was a child.

WHY DO KIDS DO THIS?
Some do it for the high which can become addictive. 
Others do it because it’s considered cool and risky. 
Most were well liked, active, intelligent, stable children 
who wanted nothing to do with drugs or alcohol. This 
activity is commonly introduced in a non-threatening 
way. Just a few people making themselves pass out. 
Unless someone has an adverse reaction, like a seizure 
or worse, it doesn’t appear dangerous. Therefore, 
misleading participants into believing it is safe. Also, 
most children have no concept of their own mortality. 
They truly believe nothing can hurt them. Younger kids 
play because they copy what the older kids are doing.

WHAT ELSE IS THIS CALLED?
We have a hard time calling this a game, but that’s what 
the kids call it. Various other names are Space Monkey, 
Fainting/Passout Game, Black Out Game, American 
Dreamer, Flatliner, Space Cowboy, Knock Out, Gasp, 
Rising Sun, Airplaning, Suffocation Roulette, California 
High, Funky Chicken, Tingling, Lava Face and the Scarf 
Game. There may be other names as well.

WHAT ARE THE SYMPTOMS OF THIS ACTIVITY?
There is, of course, no test for this; It is chemically 
undetectable. However, there are some signs which 
raise red flags:

• Unexpected marks or bruises on the neck
• Frequent and/or severe headaches
• Redness of the eyes
• Belts, leashes, ropes, shoelaces, things tied in
 strange knots or found tied in unusual locations
• Unexplained cuts or bruises
• Disorientation after spending time alone
• Locked bedroom doors
• Wear marks on bed posts and closet rods

SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS ARE MORE APPARENT WITH 
REPEATED PARTICIPATION IN THIS ACTIVITY.

WHAT CAN I DO TO HELP STOP THIS?
Talk to the children in your life. Talk to parents and 
everyone you know who works with children. Make sure 
they understand why it is so dangerous to participate 
in this activity.

FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT THESE WEBSITES
kellysministry.org 
gaspinfo.com

Pictured here is a strand of beads Kelly’s mom uses 
in her presentations. Each bead represents a victim 
of the choking game since the death of her son in 
2006. More beads are added as more victims are 
reported. With the name and age of victims marked 
on each bead, the lengthening strand becomes a 
powerful visual aid for presentations.
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